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CONDITIONS FOR A TVS TO BE HOMEOMORPHIC WITH ITS

COUNTABLE PRODUCT

BY

WESLEY E. TERRY

ABSTRACT. C. Bessaga has given conditions for a Banach space to be horneo-

morphic with its countable product. In this paper, we extend and generalize these

results to complete metric topological vector spaces by using infinite dimensional

techniques.

1. Introduction. Let M be a topological vector space (TVS), and let M^ de-

note its countable product. The hypothesis that M is homeomorphic to fs)M<u is

contained in several important theorems in infinite dimensional topology. For ex-

ample, it is used in Henderson and Schon's paper [8]. In the following, we will

establish equivalent conditions for a metric TVS M to be homeomorphic to Ma,

If d is a metric on a TVS A! we say that d is translation invariant if

^ix + y,y) = dix, 0) for all x, y £ M. We say that d is strictly monotone if 0 <

t <s implies ditx, 0) < dis,, 0) tot all nonzero x e M.

Let cQ be the Banach space consisting of sequences of real numbers such

that the absolute values tend toward zero. The norm is the supremum norm. Let

/   (p > 0) be the collection of sequences of reals [x.| such that 2M_.|x. |* < oo

with the quasi-norm being iSM=1| \p\1/p. Finally, let Uaa\an_l 2 ... be a ma-

trix of positive real numbers satisfying:

(1) a ln < a2n <••• (« = 1, 2,... ), and

(2)2Bn=1"«J«"a + lB<~(a=1.2'-)-

By Miaan), we mean the collection of all real sequences, x = {x¿}, such that |*|a=

sup   a„   |x | < oo for all a. The metric on Mia„  ) is then just
* n    clbi   Til a 72 *

M    .    ~ i    l*-yl«
dix, y)= Z, — -—¡-¡-.

a=l2a   l + l*-yla

Given \iMl, a")| i = 1, 2, • • • (, a collection of complete metric TVS's such

that each metric is translation invariant and strictly monotone, and given one of

the coordinate spaces E listed above, we define ¿LpM1 to be the set of sequences
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íx¿|, x¿e M', such that Wix^ 0)\ e E. 2EM! has the topology induced from the met-

ric pEi\d'i , )i, 0) where pE is the metric on E. It is easy to show that ZgM'

is a metric TVS. We will use the notation 2£M when all the spaces (M', d') =

(M, d) tot some fixed pair (M, d).

Bessaga has proven in [5] that:

Theorem. Let X be a Banach space with norm || ||. // X S£ £, X iusing \-\

for d above), then X S Xe0.

As a consequence of this theorem, Bessaga has shown that, forN> X0,

I AW S lAK)a. Here /j(K) is the set of  N-sequences of reals, í*x'\er    ¿ zv)

with at most countably many nonzero coordinates and with ^xec   d (kJ*aI ^ 00•

The norm is the obvious one.

Using entirely different techniques, we have proven the converse of this theo-

rem, and, in fact, have shown

Theorem 0. Let X be an infinite dimensional Banach space. Then IXS

X    using any equivalent norm on X.

We have also generalized this result to:

Theorem 1. Lez" M be a complete metric TVS with translation invariant,

strictly monotone metric d. Then M SÍ1    if and only if both M ~ /   x M and

M S* S, M.
'l

Note that we are tîoî assuming that M is either locally convex or separable.

Remark 1. It was shown by R. D. Anderson [l] that all separable Fréchet

(complete, locally convex, metric TVS) spaces are homeomorphic to I y Then,

since every infinite dimensional Fréchet space F clearly contains a closed, sep-

arable, infinite dimensional subspace K, we know that every infinite dimension -

al Fréchet space contains a closed subspace homeomorphic to I y He may apply

the Bartle-Graves-Michael theorem to the quotient space F/K to produce a ho-

meomorphism between F and K x F/K (see [5, Theorem 8.1]). Since /j is obvi-

ously homeomorphic to /( x /¡, we have:

F Sä K x F/K m /, x F/K »■/, x (/j x F/K) B/,xF.

Therefore, every infinite dimensional Fréchet space F satisfies F Si l^ x F

and, in particular, so does every Banach space.

Remark 2. As a consequence of Theorem 6.7 [9] and of a result of Eidelheit

and Mazur [7] all complete metric TVS's have a translation invariant, strictly

monotone metric. Thus, every complete metric TVS has a metric satisfying the

hypothesis of Theorem 1.

Now, the proof of Theorem 1 is similar in style to the Anderson-Bing paper

[3l. We actually show that:
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(*eM)       /  xS   m at!. [(2, OxM]

(SíÉ*2) as «s / Moi) x (m\!o!)]'i    'i »

*[<VtrMU/,/) u(uk')]x [M\ioir(Srep 3)

(Step 4)

.<tep5) aM

s (s. /.r x M*

where lij = \\T¡k\ £ [2; lx\a: n.irj1) = 0\ using n. to mean the projection onto the

/'th coordinate of 2. /,, and where
' ll l>

K'=Hv.]\fnH
using | | to represent the norm on 2, /,. The K"s and /!,'s occur as technical

difficulties, in that we construct a map which, when restricted to the complement

of these sets, is a homeomorphism.

As a consequence of the proof of Theorem 1, we also have the following:

Theorem 2. Let \iM', d')\ i = 1, 2, • •. Î be a collection of complete metric

TVS's such that each metric is translation invariant and strictly monotone. If

M> SilyX M> for some j, then 2, M{ SS ÍI^M1.

We may generalize these results to obtain:

Theorem 3. Let E and E' be any two of the spaces c0, I (p > 0), Mia^.

Let M be a complete metric TVS with translation invariant, strictly monotone

metric d. Then «Si8 if and only if both M S [y x M and M £¿ 2£M. A/50, if

\iM', d')\ i = 1, 2,... ! is a collection of complete metric TVS's such that each

d' is translation invariant and strictly monotone, and if ly x MJ = M1 for some

j, then 1EM{ S* ÏÏT_yMi Qt 2E'M\

2. Lemmas. We say that a subset K C M is infinitely deficient if there ex-

ists a homeomorphism h from M to /, x M such that ¿(K) C jOl xM. We say that

K C M is strongly negligible it, tot every open cover G of M there exists a ho-

meomorphism h from M onto M\K such that for any x £ M there is a g £ G

which contains both x and hix).

Lemma 1. Let M be a complete metric space, K C M a countable union of

closed, infinitely deficient sets. Then K is strongly negligible in M.
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Proof. Lemma 1 in Cutler's paper [6] contains this result.

A set K C M has property Z (is a Z-set) in M if for each nonempty, homotop-

ically trivial, open set U in M it is true that U\K is nonempty and homotopically

trivial.

We need the following two lemmas on Z-sets:

Lemma 2. The following are equivalent in I.:

1. K has property Z in I.,

2. K has property Z locally in I. ii.e. each point of K lies in an open set

G for which Kr\Q has property Z in Q).

Proof. See Lemma 1 [4],

Lemma 3. Countable unions of Z-sets are strongly negligible from !..

Proof. See Anderson's paper [2, Theorem 1].

Lemma 4 is a necessary technical lemma:

Lemma 4. Let M be a metric TVS with translation invariant, strictly monotone

metric d. Then, if \x  | is a sequence in M converging to x and {/  | is a se-

quence of nonnegative real numbers such that dit x , 0) converges to ditx, 0),

then \t   x I converges to tx.

Proof. Suppose \t ! does not converge to r. Then there exists a subsequence

(call it {t  } again) such that

1. t   > t + e for some fixed e > 0, all 72, or
72 — ' '

2. t   < f - e for some fixed e > 0, all tj.
72 — '

But then

1. ditnxn, 0) > diit + e)xn, 0) — diit + e)x, 0) > ditx, 0), or

2. dit x , 0) < diit - e)x , 0) -» diit - i)x, 0) < ditx, 0).
72     72 — 72' ' '

Contradiction. Therefore, \t \ converges to r, and, hence jr  x  | converges to

tx.

Lemma 5. Any complete metric TVS M is homeomorphic to R x M/R where

R i's the real line.

Proof. In Michael's paper [10], Corollary 7.3 says: Let G be a metrizable

group, and H be a closed subgroup which is isomorphic to the additive group of a

complete, metrizable, locally convex TVS. Then there exists a cross section,

i.e. a continuous function iff'- ̂ /H —* G such that cS °tff = identity where $: G —»

G/H is the canonical map. Identifying R with a one-dimensional subspace of M,

we then have the homeomorphism

h: M — M/R x R

x ->i<pix), x-<fr°<f>ix))
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where <p is the canonical map, and where iff is the cross section guaranteed in

the above corollary.

Finally, we observe

Lemma 6. Let M be a complete metric TVS with translation invariant, strictly

monotone metric d. Then 2, (M, d) = 2, (M, a*/(l + d)).

Proof. The required isomorphism is the identity map. Just use the fact that if

{x.!, \y{\ £ ltiiM, d) and 2f=1 dix., y.) < 1, then

aKx,, yP     «**,- y)
-<-• < dix., y.),    all i.

2       -l+dix., y.) -      « '*

The notion of summability is the same in both spaces. This can be seen by letting

jy¿| «■ 0 above, and applying the inequality to all elements in the sequence whose

absolute value is less than 1.

3. Proofs of Theorems. Note that it is enough to prove Theorem 1 to prove

Theorem 0. This follows from the fact that any infinite dimensional Banach space

B has an ly factor, i.e. B ^ lyXB. (See Remark I.) Thus 2; B Si B x 2/ B S

/, x B x 2, B = I   x 2/ B. Also, Theorem 2 can be obtained by replacing 2. M

by S/.M1 in the proof of Theorem 1, and observing that the map is constructed

coordinate-wise.

Proof of Theorem 1. Applying Lemma 6, we will assume that the metric d on

M is bounded. We will first prove that /, x 2, M is homeomorphic to M .

Step 1. Iy x 2, M ö2z [(2Z   ly) x M].

Since /, = 2, (2,  I,), I. x 2, M = 2. (2.  /,) x 2, M, But this is just

2, [(2,   /,) x M] when we use addition of the metrics, i.e. d'= \ \ + d where |

is the norm on 2,   ly and d is the metric on M, This is the same space when we

use p = max(| |, d) as well, since p <d' < 2p, We will use p in the following.

Step 2. l^ia^li) x M] S 2^1(2^/^01) x (M\Í0¡)].

Now

2. [(2. /AJOD x (M\i0i)] = 2. [(2. /.JxMlMíÜL^uíUM')]
1, ij      i ly ly      I

where

L1' = fí¿f*J £ 2,  [(2,  ly) x M]: 7r2(¿f') has /th coordinate 0l,

Mí = ¡|f*je2/ K2/ ly)xM]:nMi?) = 0}.
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Here 77   and 77M are the projections onto 2. z*i and M. Note that the L1J and M1

ate all closed. They are infinitely deficient since /jS lyX /j and MS/jX

M. Thus, by Lemma 1, [( (J Lif) U ( (J Mf)l is strongly negligible in 2, [(2, Ij x ¿W].

In particular, we have the required homeomorphism.

Step 3. S^KS^/jXlOl) x (Af\[0|)] s* [il^l^M U /"') U ( U K*)] x [AfNlOfl".

The /'' and K' are defined as follows:

and

/í' = {{^U[2//ir:»r/7?') = 0!

K'=j{r*}e[2, /X:Z  —^<4-
( '» *«»   1 + \rk\       )

Here, 77. is projection onto the ;'th coordinate.

Define

.       b:lh [CE^MOD x (M\|01)] - [(ÎI, A(U*") U (XÓJ x [A,\íOíT

{xj H» (/jXj, /2x2, ..., ínxn, ... )

where í   > 0 is chosen such that
72 —

200   pix.,-0)

^,,0)..  "?    ''    .

For 72 = 1, the denominator will be, by definition, 1. Note that x    is actually a

pair: xn = fx', xM|, with xl el, I, and xM e M. Thus <  x   = {"xl, /  xM}.r 72 72'       72    ' »I ' 1    1 72 727272     72'     7272

Since p is strictly monotone and unbounded on rays, a unique such choice

exists. The map h is continuous since it is coordinate-wise continuous by Lemma

4.

Define

g:[(2. MxMr-2. [(2, UxM]
zl x 'l      'l  *

by

\zi\^(s1z1,s2z2,...,snzn,...)

where 5   > 0 is chosen such that
n —

[w;=lp(zi,Q)]
p(sz, 0)

[n^(i + fb,.,o))]

Again, a unique such point may be chosen.

To show that g is into 2; [(2. l^i x M], observe that
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n^Hi + pu., o))
-pbv

^[n^a+ ?(*,., o))Jj

Let r. = atz., 0). Then, looking at the partial sums S" of the bracket on the right

(i ¡), we have by induction

S   . 1 - r, • r. ... r   • r   ,/(l + r,)(l + r.) • •• (l + r )(l + r   .).
n ¿in       77 + 1 2 } 7i 71 + 1

Note that 0 < r./(l + r.) < 1, all i. Therefore, letting u." 1 - rf/Ö + r\) = 1/(1 + r.),

we have

(1 - u2) •. • (1 - un)IL.  ...  _-I_\

< exp(-a, — a, — — - u )    since 0 < u{ < 1, all z,

1 1
exp  -

1+r, 1 +r

1/(1 + r    .)) tends toward 0.
77+1

'2 iT'7t+l

If 2~ y 1/(1 + r.) = », then exp( - 1/(1 + r2)

Therefore, the sum in brackets is 1. If 0 < 2°°=i 1/(1 + r.) < », then 0 <

exp( - 2 1/(1 +■ r.)) < 1. Hence, the sum is less than or equal to 1 -

exp(-2l/(l + r.)). Therefore,

¿ r n"=ip(^-o) i
77=1 n°°=2(i + piz., o))J

<pizy,o) :xp (- £ -Mli + pUj, oyj

< oo.

By Theorem 15.5 of [ll], we also have that FT*0 ,(l - zz.) > 0 if 2°° , a. < »,' ^ ' 7=2 I 7=2      2

Now, let M . [(Sj/^VU/1'') U ( U«'')] x LwMo!]a. Then, we can show

that

g|^ oh = identity on 2. [(2, /AfOl) x (AlMoDl
M 'l       'l  '

by writing out the composition coordinate-wise, and applying induction. Also,

g|*v is continuous since, given e > 0 and iz.¡, choose   Af such that
M '

oo

Zp(g(!z.i).,o)<^,
imN '   ' 4

where gi\z-\)j is the z'th coordinate of g(iz.|). Then pick N.iz), a neighborhood

of the z'th coordinate (z = 1,... , N), such that given fz.'J with z'. £ N., i = 1, 2,

• •• ,N, implies

P(g(\z,:!),> «(«* ¡Dp < f/AN.       i - 1, ..., N - 1,
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and, in addition, such that for Nv we have \p(z[, 0) - p(zlt 0)| < e/AN. Then,

given \z'.\ such that z'. eN., i = 1,...,zV, implies

Z PWizflf gdz'.l),)
2»1

< Z p(g(UA, g(W.})t)+ Z p(g{\z.\).,o)+ £ Mo.gM.)
i«l ' ' 2=N ' 2=N 7      *

< (N - l)(e/4N) + e/4 + el A + Me/4/V) < e.

This follows from:

Z P(g(\z\\)i, OX Z P(g(\zj\)i, 0) + f/4zV
z=l imi

I I
p(z[, 0) p(zx, 0) + e/AN.

Therefore, 2~=A,p(g({¿})., 0) < e/A + zV(i/4zV).^

Now, to show that b °g|~ = identity on M, we again write out the composi-
Ai

tion coordinate-wise and apply induction. Thus, we have that b is the required

homeomorphism.

Step A. IfX^rHUM U(UK')] x [M\\0\F « (1^1 ¿"x M*.

We know that {0} is strongly negligible from M. Therefore (MmOD" Otf/l",

To show

[œ^r^*) u (u**)] m ctty

we will show that each K1 and /'' is a Z-set.

First, we claim each KJ is closed. To show this, pick \xk\e(K')c where

(K')c is the complement of K'. Then 2£j 1/(1 + |x*|) > /. Pick N such that

Sfe=ll^1 + lx*l) > /• Then there e»sts a neighborhood U of ix*!^,, U C

[2,^]" such that 2~=11/(1 + |y*|) > ; for all {y*} £ U. Then, let Ö = U x

n^+1[2;i/j]. G is open in Bf Ijl* and {x*j eO. Also 0 n K' = 0. Thus K' is

closed. Moreover, KJ is nowhere dense since it contains no bounded sequences

and is closed, and any open set must contain bounded sequences.

We claim K1 is a Z-set. Given a convex basic open set 11 and a map /: Sn—

H\k7, look at f(Sn). For all f(s) e \J{    .Kl, pick a constant N such that

(l)2f=1 1/(1 + |/(s).|)>/, and

(2) II contains full factors from N on.
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This can be done since fiS") is compact and lies in iKJ)c. Then to each fis) £

fiS") associate the point [xA suchthat (xp. -. txN) = ifis)y,... ,fis)N) and

x, = 0 for all k > N. Then, the line segment from fis) to {xA is not in K1. But

then, since ([2. lyW = {{r]k\ e IX./j]": rf = 0 for all but a finite number of t'sj

is contractible in itself, we may define a map / : En+   —• 'ÜAfC with / |S" = /.

Thus, by Lemma 2, each K1 is a Z-set.

To show that each /'' is a Z-set, we can use an argument similar to the

above. Just keep away from the appropriate 0 coordinate.

Thus, by Lemma 3 [(U'1') u (U^1)] is strongly negligible, and we have

the homeomorphism.

Step 5. (2/i/1)a,xMcüaAl£ü.

1¡ L = Ij. Therefore (2f Ij)" x M<a= l^x Ma. By Lemma 5, we have M Si

R x M/R. Thus Mm Si (R x M/R^S R^x (M/R)". By Anderson's paper [1] we

have Rag/,s q. Thus M" a R"x (M/R)" sRflxfx (M/R)" s /x x

(R x M/R)" = /J'xM". Thus ra^xM^ (^/l^* M".

From Step 1 through Step 5, we have /, x 2,  M = M". Also, Step 5 shows

that M^S/jX/M".

If we assume M Si M", then M Si M"s l{ x M"s l y x M. Hence Isfa

/j x 2;i M Oí ly x M x 1¡ M a M x î, M K 2;  M.

If we assume M = ly x M and M S¿ 2,  M, then we have M = 2,  M = M x

2^ M s /j x M x 2   M a ly x S. M s M".

But, then, we have proven Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 3. Let E and E' be any two of the spaces listed. If F is

a coordinate space, we define F  ={{x'i eF: x'> 0 for all z'i. Then, Bessaga has

shown, in [5], that there exists a homeomorphism h: E   —> (E')    such that, for

{x'j £ E , xJ = 0 if and only if n.ihilx1])) = 0. n. is projection onto the /th coordi-

nate.

Let d'be the max metric on ly x M, and define

H: 2£(/j x M) -> 2É,(/1 x M)

[xJ (-» jf jrf|

where each t. > 0 is chosen such that [d'it.x., 0)\ = hi\d'ix., 0)|).

Then H is 1-1 since, if {i .xfj = f/({x.}) = Hi\y.}) = is .y.!, then è(ia"(x., 0)|) =

¿(í¿'(y;, 0)1). Hence, a"(x., 0) = d'iy., 0) for all i. But then \x.\ = ¡y.¡ since

d is strictly monotone.

H is onto since, given fy(.ie 2ß'(/j x M), choose ¡s¿y! such that

{d'is.y., 0)1 = h-1i\d'iy., 0)\). Then Hi\s.y.}) = jy.{ since'a" is strictly mono-

tone. This also shows how to define H~l.
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Now H and H~    ate continuous by Lemma 4. Note that the same proof works

if we allow M to change.
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